
Scan Here for installation Video for 
SB36S/BS/B/W Models

Installation

STEP ONE: Identify the bottom screw configuration of your microwave
Inspect the bottom of your microwave so determine which of the screw patterns is represented in 
FIG-A or FIG-B. The MicrOvisor bracket is designed to attach to either configuration. Only the front 
screws along the bottom are used to install the bracket.

STEP TWO: Installing your Microvisor Bracket for screw patterns in FIG-A or FIG-B
1. The Microvisor Bracket is attached to the front of the bottom panel of your Microwave
Over the Range using the screw holes in FIG-A or FIG-B of your microwave. If your microwave has 
screws along both sides of the bottom panel as illustrated in FIG-A or FIG-B, you can remove the 
front screws and start installing the bracket. Align the bracket so that it is centered on the 
microwave. Align the screw holes with the screw slot channels on the bracket. Be sure that the 
bracket is facing forward as in FIG-G. Using the ¾" screws supplied, install screw 2 or 3 through the 
screw slot channel and into the microwave. If needed the spacers supplied can be installed between 
the microwave and the bracket as in FIG-F. Leave this first screw just loose enough to allow for 
adjustment. Install the balance of the screws across the front of the bottom panel as in FIG-E once 
again leaving the screws loose enough to center the bracket. When all of the screws are in place 
align the bracket so that it is flush with each side of the microwave as in FIG-C and tighten the 
balance of the screws. Insert the back of the minihood completely into the back of the bracket for a 
firm connection.

2.    Installing the Microvisor Bracket for bottom screw pattern in FIG-D.
Attach the Microvisor bracket by first removing screw 2 or 3 from the bottom of your microwave. 
Align the bracket flush with the sides of the microwave and replace one of the removed screws with 
a %" screw supplies in the packet. Put the screw through the screw slot channel and into the 
microwave leaving it loose enough to be able to rotate the bracket enough to have access to the 
balance of the front screws and replace them with the supplied screws leaving the bracket loose 
enough to be able to adjust. Align the bracket flush with the sides of the microwave and tighten the 
screws. Insert the back of the Microvisor mini-hood into the back of the bracket and push it firmly 
into the back of the bracket

3. Thumb Security Screw (M420):
Install the M420 thumb screw supplied to prevent the minihood from accidently coming out of the 
bracket. Install the security screw through the access hole in the bottom of the attaching bracket 
and into the hole provided in the minihood to secure it in place.

WHAT'S INSIDE THE BOX:

Microvisor Bracket
(SB36S/BS/B/W)

    Microvisor Minihood
(SB36S/BS/B/W)

4 - ¾"- #8 Philips Head Screws
4 - 3/16" Nylon Spacers

2 - Thumb Security Screw (M420)

WHAT YOU NEED:

Phillips Head Screwdriver 
OR

Screw Gun with a Phillips bit.



2 Thumb Security Screws (M420)


